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Strength From Loyalty (Lost Kings MC #3) 2015-03-17 this work engages royce s moral theory revealing
how loyalty rather than being just one virtue among others is central to living a genuinely moral and meaningful
life foust shows how the theory of loyalty royce advances can be brought to bear on issues such as the partiality
impartiality debate in ethical theory
Loyalty to Loyalty:Josiah Royce and the Genuine Moral Life 2012-07-02 in 1906 and 1907 i gave as a part
of my regular work at the summer school of harvard university an introduction to ethics with special reference
to the interests of teachers a few lectures summing up the main principles that lay at the basis of this ethical
course as it had been given in the summer of 1906 were delivered in january and february 1907 before a
general academic audience during a brief visit of mine at the university of illinois in several other places both in
the west and in the east i have also presented portions of my views upon ethics and in the summer of 1907 four
general lectures on the topic were repeated before the summer school of theology at harvard in november and
december of 1907 the lectures that constitute the present book were delivered for the first time before the
lowell institute in boston visiting lecturer to give to undergraduate students at yale university in weekly class
meetings the present book although in this way related to present and past academic tasks is nevertheless not
a text book and does not mean to be elaborately technical philosophical research it is simply an appeal to any
reader who may be fond of ideals and who may also be willing to review his own ideals in a somewhat new light
and in a philosophical spirit loyalty is indeed an old word and to my mind a precious one and the general idea of
loyalty is still far older than the word and is immeasurably more precious but this idea has nearly always been
confused in men s minds by its chance social and traditional associations everybody has heard of loyalty most
prize it but few perceive it to be what in its inmost spirit it really is the heart of all the virtues the central duty
amongst all duties in order to be able to see that this is the true meaning of the idea of loyalty one has to free
this idea from its unessential if somewhat settled associations with this or that special social habit or
circumstance and in order to accomplish this latter end one has indeed to give to the term a more exact
meaning than popular usage defines it is this freeing of the idea of loyalty from its chance and misleading
associations it is this vindication of the spirit of loyalty as the central spirit of the moral and reasonable life of
man t is this that i believe to be somewhat new about my philosophy of loyalty the conception of loyalty to
loyalty as set forth in my third lecture constitutes the most significant part of this ethical task for the rest if my
philosophy is as a theory more or less new i am still only trying to make articulate what i believe to be the true
spirit and meaning of all the loyal whoever they may be and however they define their fidelity the result of
conceiving duty in terms of the conception of loyalty which is here expounded is indeed if i am right somewhat
deep going and transforming not only for ethics but for most men s views of truth and reality and of religion my
own general philosophical opinions have been set forth in various works some time since most elaborately in the
volumes entitled the world and the individual i have no change to report in my fundamental metaphysical
theses but i have not published any formulation of my ethical opinions since the brief review of ethical problems
in the first part of my religious aspect of philosophy published in 1885 one learns a good deal about ethics as
one matures and i believe that this present statement of mine ought to help at least some readers to see that
such philosophical idealism as i have long maintained is not a doctrine remote from life but is in close touch with
the most practical issues and that religion as well as daily life has much to gain from the right union of ethics
with a philosophical theory of the real world at the moment there is much speech in current philosophical
literature regarding the nature of truth and regarding pragmatism an ethical treatise very naturally takes
advantage of this situation to discuss the relation between the practical and the eternal i have done so in my
closing lectures in order to do so i have had to engage in a certain polemic regarding the problem of truth a
polemic directed against certain opinions recently set forth by one of the dearest of my friends and by one of
the most loyal of men my teacher for a while in my youth my honoured colleague for many years professor
william james such a polemic would be indeed much out of place in a book upon loyalty were it not that my
friend and myself fully agree that to both of us truth indeed is the greater friend had i not very early in my work
as a student known professor james i doubt whether any poor book of mine would ever have been written least
of all the present one what i personally owe him then i most heartily and affectionately acknowledge but if he
and i do not see truth in the same light at present we still do well i think as friends each to speak his mind as we
walk by the way and then to wait until some other light shines for our eyes i suppose that so to do is loyalty
meanwhile i am writing in this book not merely and not mainly for philosophers but for all those who love as i
said ideals and also for those who love as i may now add their country a country so ripe at present for idealism
and so confused nevertheless by the vastness and the complication of its social and political problems to
simplify men s moral issues to clear their vision for the sight of the eternal to win hearts for loyalty this would be
in this land a peculiarly precious mission if indeed i could hope that this book could aid however little towards
such an end amongst the numerous friends to whom whether or no they agree with all my views i am especially
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indebted for direct and indirect aid in preparing this book and for criticisms and other suggestions i must
mention first my wife who has constantly helped me with her counsel and in the revision of my text then my
sister miss ruth royce of san josé california with whom i discussed the plan of the work in the summer of 1907
then doctor and mrs r c cabot of boston doctor j j putnam of boston and finally my honoured colleague professor
george h palmer from the books
The Philosophy of Loyalty 2023-10-19 during the american civil war maryland did not join the confederacy but
nonetheless possessed divided loyalties and sentiments these divisions came to a head in the years that
followed the war in loyalty on the line david k graham argues that maryland did not adopt a unified postbellum
identity and that the state remained divided with some identifying with the state s unionist efforts and others
maintaining a connection to the confederacy and its defeated cause depictions of civil war maryland both inside
and outside the state hinged on interpretations of the state s loyalty the contested civil war memories of
maryland not only mirror a much larger national struggle and debate but also reflect a conflict that is more
intense and vitriolic than that in the larger national narrative the close proximity of conflicting civil war
memories within the state contributed to a perpetual contestation in addition those outside the state also
vigorously argued over the place of maryland in civil war memory in order to establish its place in the divisive
legacy of the war by using the dynamics interior to maryland as a lens for viewing the civil war graham shows
how divisive the war remained and how central its memory would be to the united states well into the twentieth
century
Loyalty on the Line 2018-12-15 loyalty evolved as the central political idea in upper canada during the first
half of the nineteenth century it formed the basis of political legitimacy and acceptance into provincial society
david mills examines the evolution and development of the concept of loyalty placing special emphasis on the
contribution of moderate reformers
Idea of Loyalty in Upper Canada, 1784-1850 1988 most firms consider the lost customer a lost cause but in
this ground breaking book jill griffin and michael lowenstein provide you with step by step solutions for winning
back lost customers saving customers on the brink of defection and making your firm defection proof whether
your business is small or large product or service based retail or wholesale this book offers proven strategies for
recognizing which lost customers have the highest win back value and implementing a sure fire plan to recover
them it includes the techniques of hundreds of innovative companies who are already working to recapture lost
customers and keep them loyal in today s hyper competitive marketplace no customer retention program can
be entirely foolproof but with this guide gives you today s best methods for winning back those customers you
simply can t afford to let go
Customer Winback 2002-02-28 an examination of the nature and virtuousness of loyalty and of some of its
primary associations friends families organizations professions nations countries patriotism and religion
absolute loyalty loyalty is distinguished from its cognates and contrasts its role in human associative life is
articulated and its status as a virtue is defended the particularist universalist debate is addressed the idea of a
loyal opposition explored and its limits defined
On Loyalty and Loyalties 2014 rudolf steiner 1861 1925 the austrian founder of anthroposophy is frequently
viewed by those familiar with his teaching as unique and separate from other spiritual teachers of our modern
era while steiner is thought by anthroposophists to be a scientist and a philosopher as well as an interpreter of
events depicted in christian scriptures he is nevertheless generally ignored by scientists and philosophers as
well as by both liberal and fundamentalist scriptural scholars and theologians in this book robert mcdermott the
editor of american philosophy and rudolf steiner which investigates steiner s philosophy in the context of
american philosophers places steiner and his work in the context of a variety of spiritual teachers and teachings
both western and eastern in doing so the reader is guided to new perspectives that show the similarities and
contrasts between steiner s spiritual science and a number of christian hindu buddhist and secular spiritual
worldviews the kindred spirits in this book include his holiness the dalai lama c g jung teilhard de chardin martin
buber sri aurobindo rabindranath tagore gandhians feminists ecologists and more steiner went as far up the
spiritual ladder as any modern individual but unlike some enthusiasts for steiner mcdermott is also impressed
by other religious thinkers and spiritual practitioners who have been helpful to those of us in need of
encouragement and guidance and whose vistas and insights may not have been researched or explained by
steiner for those with unbiased open minds this book presents a fresh look at rudolf steiner a modern spiritual
initiate and his contributions to the world along with a generous and appreciative view of his kindred spirits of
our time
Steiner and Kindred Spirits 2015-08-01 john de forest s own experience as a captain in the civil war lends
credence to his battlefield scenes but when this novel was published in 1867 genteel readers were affronted by
de forest s frank views of war and sex however modern readers will enjoy this story of a southern woman who
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comes to new boston with her father in 1861 and is changed forever by the war
Miss Ravenel's Conversion from Secession to Loyalty 1998-01-01 reproduction of the original miss ravenel
s conversion from secession to loyalty by j w de forest
Miss Ravenel's Conversion From Secession To Loyalty 2020-07-24 this book aims to provide a deeper
understanding of the concept and negative outcomes of employee loyalty considering employees in
organizations and ob theory and comparing employee experiences across both european and east asian
cultures through an international analysis of employee loyalty within the service industry the author highlights
the importance of this highly relevant but often overlooked topic to addressing practical issues such as conflict
solution employee retention service mentality and work effort building on a clear definition and evaluation of
the concept of employee loyalty this book explores meaningful theoretical and practical implications of
employee views of the organization working group and supervisor
The Works of Beaumont & Fletcher: The loyal subject. The mad lover. The false one. The double
marriage. The humorous lieutenant 1844 a witty provocative story filled inquiry into the indispensable
virtue of loyalty a tricky ideal that gets tangled and compromised when loyalties collide as they inevitably do
but a virtue the author a prizewinning columnist for the wall street journal says is as essential as it is impossible
felten illustrates the push and pull of loyalties from the ancient greeks to facebook with stories and scenarios in
which conflicting would be moral trump cards trap the unlucky in painful ethical dilemmas the foundation of our
greatest satisfactions in life loyalty also proves to be the root of much misery can we escape the excruciating
predicaments when loyalties are at loggerheads can we avoid betraying and being betrayed when looking for
love and friendship the things that make life worthwhile we are looking for loyalty who can we count on and who
can count on us these are the essential and uncomfortable questions loyalty poses loyalty and betrayal are the
stuff of the great stories that move us agamemnon huck finn brutus antigone judas when is loyalty right and
when does the virtue become a vice as felten writes in his thoughtful and entertaining book loyalty is vexing it
forces us to choose who and what counts most in our lives from siding with one friend over another to favoring
our own children over others it forces us to confront the conflicting claims of fidelity to country community
company church and even ourselves loyalty demands we make decisions that define who we are
Employee Loyalty 2021-03-22 what does it take to be a student athlete at notre dame sports fans think they
know what it takes to be an athlete at a division i college the training the discipline the pain the motivation but
most of us have no idea what it takes to be a successful student athlete at a top academic institution such as
notre dame in triumphs from notre dame echoes of her loyal sons and daughters the third book in lisa kelly s
echoes from notre dame book series lisa details what it takes to be a successful student athlete at notre dame
the dedication determination and drive that our lady s student athletes need to find success both on and off the
field for the first time lisa includes female student athletes as she tells the stories of a diverse group of notre
dame student athletes from multiple sports football basketball hockey baseball golf women s soccer women s
basketball women s track and a notre dame student manager and details their journeys to through and beyond
notre dame including the lessons they learned in college and how those lessons changed their lives via the
notre dame value stream their years at notre dame the end of their collegiate and professional athletic careers
the new careers dreams and achievements following their notre dame years notre dame changes the lives of
her students and these student athletes changed life at notre dame the university of notre dame affords those
who are blessed to attend a phenomenal opportunity not just in terms of personal accolades or successes but
rather in the fundamental growth and development of individuals as they journey along a path that will
undoubtedly change their lives forever lisa perfectly captures the spirit of this journey through the eyes of my
notre dame brothers and sisters in the eloquently written triumphs from notre dame echoes of her loyal sons
and daughters outstanding oscar mcbride former notre dame tight end
The Royal standard, and loyal political register 1866 though slavery was widespread and antislavery
sentiment rare in alabama there emerged a small loyalist population mostly in the northern counties that
persisted in the face of overwhelming odds against their cause margaret m storey s welcome study uncovers
and explores those alabamians who maintained allegiance to the union when their state seceded in 1861 and
beyond storey s extensive groundbreaking research discloses a socioeconomically diverse group that included
slaveholders and nonslaveholders business people professionals farmers and blacks by considering the years
1861 1874 as a whole she clearly connects loyalists sometimes brutal wartime treatment with their postwar
behavior
The Loyal People of the North-west 1847 this is a collection of writings by and about civil war soldiers the pieces
offer a revealing insight into the life of a civil war soldier and bring to life the experiences of both union and
confederate soldiers
Interrogatory lectures belonging to the Loyal order of druids, established at Bolton 1829. Revised
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1891 a collection of short stories fiction and non fiction as well as poems about dogs and the close bond that
exists between them and the people who love them this is a book that will appeal to anyone who has ever loved
a dog color pictures of the dogs depicted in the stories are poems are throughout the book
The Christian Union 1950 bass s fiction takes us to the borders of civilization where we glimpse an untamed
world of myth and mystery entertainment weekly in this moving and self assured collection of short fiction
enormous pigs charge through the streets and root under houses a woman runs up and down mountains
children don wolf masks to chase a boy through the woods and a man remembers his youth in the texas hill
country when he joined in his uncle s raucous escapades publishers weekly starred review here the award
winning author of platte river and other acclaimed works renowned for his insightful portrayals of people and
their interactions with the natural world expresses his profound love of the wild his sense of the magnificent and
bewildering complexity of life infuses each of the haunting short stories in this strong collection booklist
State Department Employee Loyalty Investigation 1950 in this insightful new text cristina ziliani and marco ieva
trace the evolution of thinking and practice in loyalty management from trading stamps to amazon prime and
alibaba 88 membership they present a fresh take on the tools strategies and skills that underpin its key
significance in marketing today loyalty management is increasingly identified with the design and management
of a quality customer experience on the journey across the many touchpoints that connect the customer with
the brand evaluating the research on best practice and offering concrete examples from industry the authors
argue that existing schemes and systems are not just things of the past but should be the optimal starting point
for companies needing to foster customer loyalty in an omnichannel world drawing on 20 years of experience in
research consulting and teaching the authors have compiled a unique research based practice oriented text it
will guide marketers business leaders and students through the changes in marketing thought and practice on
loyalty management as well as offering practical guidance on the skills and capabilities that companies need if
they want to be successful at delivering essential loyalty driving customer experiences
State Department Employee Loyalty Investigation 1950 christian zeidler identifies the potential of mobile
services for the management of customer relationships he develops a framework that provides a technical
infrastructure capable of leveraging these advantages through a service delivery platform the author thereby
provides a valuable tool for the integration of the mobile channel into the traditional marketing mix
State Department Employee Loyalty Investigation 2011-04-26 could you choose between family and justice
thomas mayfield learned everything from his older brothers including how to evade the law a tragic event
makes him question his life choices and mayfield realizes that maybe following in his brothers footsteps is not
the best path for him to distance himself from his brothers criminal tendencies mayfield travels west to a small
texas town to accept a position as sheriff s deputy when his brothers show up and wreak their havoc mayfield
must choose between family and the law
Loyalty 2019-08-26 it examines how to research customer satisfaction from both a client and a supplier
perspective and how to get the best results from that research
Triumphs From Notre Dame: Echoes of Her Loyal Sons and Daughters 1899 the theme of this book is simple 250
000 years ago the group and loyalty to it was our whole world was everything because without it you would
starve to death or be killed by predators loyalty to the group was everything and disloyalty was a crime the only
crime here the author proposes that same disloyalty projected forward into the enormous groups called
countries we live in today must still be the basis of mosts if not all crimes therefore loyalty and disloyalty must
also lie at the core of human morality
Loyal Seminole Indians ... Report 2004-09-01 a free region deeply influenced by southern mores the lower
middle west represented a true cultural and political median in civil war era america here grew a unionism
steeped in the mythology of the loyal west a myth rooted in regional and racial animosities and the belief that
westerners had won the war matthew e stanley s intimate study explores the civil war reconstruction and
sectional reunion in this bellwether region using the lives of area soldiers and officers as a lens stanley reveals a
place and a strain of collective memory that was anti rebel anti eastern and anti black in its attitudes one that
came to be at the forefront of the northern retreat from reconstruction and toward white reunion the lower
middle west s embrace of black exclusion laws origination of the copperhead movement backlash against
liberalizing war measures and rejection of reconstruction were all pivotal to broader american politics and the
region s legacies of white supremacy from racialized labor violence to sundown towns to lynching found
malignant expression nationwide intersecting with how loyal westerners remembered the war
Loyalty and Loss 2002 loyalty is key is a novel full of trials and tribulations a young woman faced by dating
older men at a young age and never having a true male figure in her life leading her to falling in love with oscar
grant and a pimp rapper cb her loyalty to him how far her loyalty went and in return what he gave out
The Loyal, True, and Brave 2012-03 originally published in 1932 this book provides a detailed account of the
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scottish highland clan system and its relationship with the development of jacobitism information is provided on
different clans and their relationship with various political entities and structures this book will be of value to
anyone with an interest in scottish history and the clan system
Steadfast, Loyal and True 1995-06-20 this heartfelt and often personal work continues the story of the big island
s parker ranch one of the largest and most beautiful cattle ranches in the united states it begins with the
dynastic transition in ranch management from the formidable a w carter to his son hartwell who would be
responsible for bringing the ranch effectively into the twentieth century although supervision of the ranch
officially changed hands in 1937 a w s wide ranging influence continued to be felt for at least another decade
later hartwell carter would also have to contend with the whims of ranch owner richard smart who returned to
the islands in 1959 eager to take direct control of his estate under carter s stewardship parker ranch raised its
cow herd size by fifty percent and through its subsidiary hawaii meat company converted its beef marketing
from a range finished animal to a feedlot confined corn fed marbled carcass acceptable to the modern
housewife hartwell carter was followed by his assistant richard dick penhallow as ranch manager in 1960
penhallow s tenure is given a detailed overview that illuminates his ambitious goals for improvements in water
land livestock personnel development and the economics of the beef industry although penhallow s grand
scheme for reorganizing an inefficient and divided industry into a single cooperative using state of the art
facilities ultimately failed the subsequent history of beef marketing in the islands bears out the soundness and
wisdom of his ideas in 1962 smart selected radcliffe rally greenwell as penhallow s successor the new ranch
manager arrived with strong traditional values of stewardship handed down from generations of kona ranchers
greenwell s initiatives were clear to further enhance water development and increase the cow herd by thirty
percent he also instituted research to determine the cause of a scourge among young cattle called yellow calf
syndrome as the nine year management of greenwell unfolds the book offers a close look at the leadership
team of the era which included harry kawai john kawamoto willie kaniho yutaka kimura john lekelesa and harry
ah fong ah sam the author who became ranch veterinarian in 1970 also provides personal insights in the later
sections of the book into the use of the element copper to greatly enhance the growth and health of cattle and
the birth and expansion of the ranch s animal health program the work concludes with the introduction of the
mainland management team of rubel and lent whose attempt to return to a pyramidal management structure
took parker ranch by storm
In the Loyal Mountains 2019-10-08
Loyalty Management 2009-09-02
Mobile Support in Customer Loyalty Management 1865
The Loyal West in the Times of the Rebellion 2022-08-30
Loyalty's Price 2005
Researching Customer Satisfaction & Loyalty 1815
Parliamentary Reform, on Constitutional Principles: Or, British Loyalty Against Continental Royalty
... 1860
Loyal Publication Society: Pamphlets issued from Feb. 1, 1864 to Feb. 1, 1865. nos. 45-78 2013
Loyalty and Disloyalty 1876
The Irish Nation 2016-01-10
The Loyal West 1845
The Loyal Ancient Shepherds' Quarterly Magazine 2017-06
Loyalty is key 2014-07-25
The Loyal Clans 2006-08-31
Loyal to the Land
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